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the material. Calculations have been carried out using the same interaction potential energy and empirical EOS. The interaction potential energy is obtained from calculations of
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H2 on graphene, using a DFT-based method that includes the dispersion interactions. The

Hydrogen storage
Hydrogen physisorption

storage capacities have been calculated as a function of pressure in the range 0.1e25 MPa,
of pore width in the range 4.7e20 
A and at 80.15 and 298.15 K. The storage capacities ob-

Nanoporous carbons

tained with the methods are compared and the advantages and limitations of the methods
are discussed, as well as the storage capacities predicted by the methods for wide pores.
These simple theoretical methods are useful to design novel materials for hydrogen
storage.
© 2020 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Hydrogen cars are an alternative to the present fossil fuel
based vehicles. The storage of hydrogen on-board of the
vehicle is one of the main technological problems to deploy
the hydrogen vehicles in a large scale basis. The U.S. Department Of Energy, DOE, established the on-board hydrogen
storage targets for 2020 as 4.5 wt% and 0.030 kg H2/L at room

temperature and moderate pressures [1]. Among the methods
to storage hydrogen on-board, the storage on nanoporous
solid materials has been intensely investigated [2e5]. Physisorption is the main mechanism of storage on solid nanoporous materials, such as nanoporous carbons [6e14], porous
polymers [15e17] and Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs)
[18e21].
Theoretical methods are very useful tools to understand
the role of physisorption on the storage capacities of solid
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nanoporous materials and to design solid nanoporous materials with high storage capacities for on-board hydrogen
storage. Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) and Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations are computationally very expensive. There are simple theoretical methods of the hydrogen
storage on nanoporous solid materials that are not computationally expensive and that take into account the main features of the equilibrium between the adsorbed and
compressed phases inside porous materials [22e27]. The
equations of those simple methods are based on physical
hypothesis and allow us more insight into the physics of the
storage of hydrogen than the equations of the GCMC and MD
simulations.
The simple theoretical methods predict different storage
capacities. Which method is the most accurate is an open
question. The methods are approaches to the real world. A
comparison with experimental results of a given porous material could decide which is the most accurate method. To
perform that comparison a perfect or at least reasonably accurate knowledge of the geometry and size of the pores of the
porous material would be necessary. However, this type of
information is not provided by the experiments. In the case of
nanoporous carbons, the pore size distribution (PSD) is reported by some experimental papers. The PSD depends on the
type of gas used to obtain it and is not a direct measure.
Since it is not possible to be certain about which is the most
accurate method, the best we can do is to select a pore model
and to calculate the storage capacities of the pore according to
the different simple methods. The predicted storage capacities, for a given pressure, temperature and pore width, will be
the interval of values reported by the theoretical methods,
instead of a single numerical value.
Among the solid nanoporous materials, nanoporous carbons are a wide family or group of materials. Experiments [28]
indicate that nanoporous carbons are made mainly of slitshaped pores: Two graphene parallel layers separated a distance of a few nanometers. This graphene slit-shaped pore
geometry is the model studied in this paper.
The goal of this paper is to calculate and compare the
hydrogen storage capacities obtained with three published
theoretical methods, the Langmuir (LM) [22,23], the PengMorris (PM) [24] and the Quantum-Thermodynamic (QT)
method [25e27], plus two new proposed methods: The SelfConsistent Peng-Morris (SCPM) method, a modification of
the original PM method, and the QT1, a slight modification of
the original QT method. Another goal is to predict the storage
capacities for wide pores within the interval given by the
combined results of the theoretical methods.
Calculations and analysis of the gravimetric and volumetric capacities of nanoporous carbons simulated as graphene slit-shaped pores (See Fig. 1) have been carried out,
using five different theoretical methods of the hydrogen
storage on nanoporous solid materials. The common features
and the differences between the capacities obtained with the
five methods are analyzed and discussed. This paper is organized as follows. Section Pore model is a brief description of
the theoretical methods. The storage capacities obtained with
the five methods as a function of the pore width, pressure and
temperature are compared and discussed in Section
Theoretical methods of hydrogen storage on porous materials,

together with the capacities predicted by the methods for
wide pores.

Pore model
The pore model (shape, geometry and composition), the
interaction potential energy VðzÞ of H2 on a single graphene
sheet, where z is the H2-graphene distance, and the equation
of state of hydrogen will be the same on the five methods. The
pore model will be the graphene slit-shaped pore (See Fig. 1).
The interaction potential energy VðzÞ was obtained from
RVV10 calculations of H2 on a single graphene sheet. This
potential was published and analyzed previously [29]. The EOS
of hydrogen used in the five methods to calculate the molar
volume, vmol , and/or the chemical potential, m, is the MillsYounglove EOS [26] for pressures up to 1500 MPa and the
Vinet EOS [30] for pressures higher than 1500 MPa. The MillsYounglove is valid up to 1500 MPa. The parameters selected
for the Vinet EOS are valid between 50 and 26,500 MPa [31,32].
Fig. 2 illustrates the graphene slit pore potential,
Vslit pore ðzÞ ¼ VðzÞ þ Vðw  zÞ, for five pore widths w: 6, 7, 8, 10
and 12 
A. VðzÞ is the interaction potential energy curve between a H2 molecule and a single graphene sheet, z is the H2sheet surface distance and w is the distance between the two
sheets of the slit-shaped pore and is also the pore width (See
Fig. 1). In a slit pore there are two flat parallel graphene sheets,
and therefore the slit pore potential, is the sum of the potentials of the two graphene sheets, separated a distance w,
VðzÞ þ Vðw zÞ (See Fig. 2).
The slit pore potential in Fig. 2 shows a single deep minimum for narrow slit pores (6 and 7 
A), and two separated
minima for larger pore widths (8, 10 and 12 
A), which correspond to each of the graphene sheets.

Theoretical methods of hydrogen storage on
porous materials
The theoretical methods studied calculate the gravimetric and
volumetric capacities of the adsorbed hydrogen phase at a
given pressure of the compressed phase, Pcom and temperature
T. The methods calculate the molar volume of the adsorbed
hydrogen phase, vmol , which depends on Pcom and T, and the
number of moles of the adsorbed phase.
The QT and QT1 methods calculate first the molar volume
and then, the number of moles of the adsorbed phase, nads , as
Vadsorbed =vmol , where Vadsorbed is the volume of the adsorbed
hydrogen phase. The PM, SCPM and LM methods calculate
first the number of moles and then, the molar volume of the
adsorbed phase as vmol ¼ Vadsorbed =nads . These two magnitudes
are used to calculate the volumetric and gravimetric storage
capacities of the hydrogen adsorbed phase.
The volumetric capacity in kg/L is calculated as:
vc ¼

a Vadsorbed
;
vmol Vpore

(1)

where a is a conversion factor, to convert from moles to kg of
hydrogen, and Vadsorbed and Vpore are the volumes of the
adsorbed hydrogen phase and of the pore, respectively.
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Fig. 1 e Three views of a graphene slit-shaped pore with one hydrogen molecule inside. The two graphene sheets are flat
and parallel.
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calculate any pressure of the adsorbed phase and calculates
first and directly the number of moles and then, the molar
volume.
These are the definitions and units of the capacities presented in this paper. The methods and this paper deal with
and analyze the storage capacities of the adsorbed phase of
H2. In the next subsections we will explain in some detail the
calculation of the molar volume and number of moles in the
five methods studied. Two of the methods are modifications
or variations of another methods. We will explain also a
variant of the QT that includes the interaction between the H2
molecules self-consistently. It is called the Self-Consistent QT
method, SCQT.

Molecule position respect to pore center (Å)

The Langmuir method
Fig. 2 e Interaction potential energy of a slit-shaped
graphene pore, obtained in RVV10 calculations, for several

pore widths: 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 A.
The gravimetric storage capacity of the adsorbed phase is
obtained as follows. First, the number of moles is used to
calculate the mass of hydrogen inside the graphene slitshaped pore as:
MH ads ¼ nads NA 2mH atom ;

(2)

where NA is the Avogadro number and mH atom is the mass of a
hydrogen atom. Finally, the gravimetric hydrogen storage
capacity of the adsorbed phase in weight per cent, wt%, is
defined as:
gc ¼ 100

MH ads
;
MH ads þ Madsorbent material

(3)

where Madsorbent material is the mass of the adsorbent material. In
the case of graphene slit pores, Madsorbent material is the mass of
the two graphene sheets.
As regards to the pressure of the adsorbed phase, Pads ,
which depends on Pcom and T, the QT and QT1 methods
calculate the pressure of the adsorbed phase and use this
pressure to calculate the molar volume of the adsorbed phase
as vmol ¼ vmol ðPads ; TÞ. Then, these methods calculate the
number of moles. The PM and SCPM methods calculate the
local pressures of the adsorbed phase, and then, use them to
calculate the local molar volumes, the number of moles and
the molar volume, in this order. The LM method does not

The basic idea of the Langmuir, LM, method is that the molecules are adsorbed on the surface forming a single layer. This
methods is considered a classical method. Hydrogen storage
capacities on porous materials can be calculated using this
method. The maximum number of molecules in the adsorbed
phase, in this method, is given by Nmax ¼ Sadsorbent =Smolecule ,
where Sadsorbent is the surface of the adsorbent material and
Smolecule is the dynamic surface of the hydrogen molecule. In
the present case, Sadsorbent is the surface of the two walls of the
slit pore.
The number of moles of the adsorbed phase of H2 is nads
and is given by nads ¼ Nmax f =NA , where NA is the Avogadro
number and the factor f is given by:
f¼

1
1 þ ebðmðP;TÞEbinding Þ

;

(4)

where mðP; TÞ is the chemical potential of hydrogen gas at
pressure P and temperature T, b ¼ 1=kB T, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and Ebinding is the potential depth of the interaction
potential of the pore. The chemical potential was obtained
from the Mills-Younglove EOS [26]. Finally, the molar volume
of the adsorbed phase is obtained as vmol ¼ Vadsorbed =nads . This
is the fastest method.

The Peng-Morris method
The Peng-Morris method and its details can be found in
Ref. [24]. In this method, the equilibrium between the two
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hydrogen phases inside a slit-shaped pore, compressed and
adsorbed, implies that the local pressure of the adsorbed
phase at location z, is given by:
Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ ¼ Pcom ebVslit pore ðzÞ :

(5)

where Vslit pore ðzÞ is the interaction energy potential at location
z inside the slit-shaped pore. The molar density at point z is
given by:
rðzÞ ¼ 1 = vmol ðPlocal adsorbed ðzÞ; TÞ;

(6)

where vmol is the local molar volume given by the MillsYounglove EOS, as it was pointed out in a former section.
Finally, the number of moles of the adsorbed phase is calculated by means of:
Z
nads ¼

rðzÞdV;
Vadsorbed

(7)

phase

where the integration is over the volume of the adsorbed
phase. The molar volume of the adsorbed phase is obtained as
vmol ¼ Vadsorbed =nads .
Peng and Morris pointed out that the PM method yields
sometimes nonphysical results, because some local pressures
are outside the validity range of the used EOS [24]. The tests of
the PM method performed with the Mills-Younglove EOS reported that the local pressure is very high and outside the
validity limits of the Mills-Younglove EOS for some values of
the pressure of the compressed phase, temperature and
interaction potential energy. At certain points z the interaction potential energy can be very negative and the local
pressure, Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ, can be too high at low temperatures. Hence, to solve this problem and to avoid nonphysical
results, for local pressures Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ larger than
1500 MPa, the Vinet EOS [30] instead of the Mills-Younglove
EOS has been used in the present research. The values of the
parameters of the Vinet EOS for hydrogen at low and room
temperatures were taken from Refs. [31,32], respectively, and
are valid between 50 and 26,500 MPa.
LM and PM methods are classical methods. LM is a one
layer method. PM method takes into account the potential
energy at different values of z and hence, somehow can be
considered a multiple layer method. The PM method is about
300 times slower than the LM method, due to the calculations
to obtain nads , Eq. (7).

The self-consistent Peng-Morris method
The Self-Consistent Peng-Morris method is a modification of
the original PM method. The SCPM method includes in a selfconsistent manner the interaction between neighbour H2
molecules. This modification improves a big deal the original
PM method at low temperature.
The PM method yields very high local pressures of the
adsorbed phase at certain locations z and at low temperatures.
The energy inserted in Eq. (5) to obtain the local pressure at z,
Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ, is the interaction potential energy of one H2
molecule with the slit pore, for a H2-surface distance z,
Vslit pore ðzÞ. This energy could be so deep for some points z that
the pressure Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ obtained from Eq. (5) could be
very high, especially at low temperatures. We will show in the

discussion of the results the average local pressures obtained
with the PM and the SCPM methods.
In the original PM method, only the interaction energy
between the slit pore and a H2 molecule located at a distance z from the slit pore surface is considered. In the proposed method, the SCPM, the interaction energy between
the molecule at z and the first neighbour molecules is also
considered, Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ. This energy depends on
the local pressure of the adsorbed phase and the temperature T.
The local pressure is calculated as
Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ ¼ Pcom ebEðzÞ :

(8)

where the energy EðzÞ is the total energy, i.e., the sum of the
interaction potential energy of one H2 molecule with the slit
pore and with the nearest neighbour H2 molecules at
Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ and T: Vslit pore ðzÞ þ Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ.
The energy Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ is obtained as:
Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ ¼ VSG ðrÞ;

(9)

where r is the average H2eH2 distance at location z of the
adsorbed phase of hydrogen and VSG is the Silvera-Goldmann
interaction potential energy between two H2 molecules [33].
The average H2eH2 distance r is obtained from the local
molar volume at z as:
r¼

p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
vmol ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ=NA ;

(10)

where vmol is the local molar volume given by the MillsYounglove EOS, and NA is the Avogadro number.
Since the energy Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ depends on the
local pressure at z, this energy, the local pressure and the local
molar volume are related to each other and are calculated selfconsistently, starting from the local pressure at z of the original PM method. First, the molar volume at z is calculated
using the local pressure, then the average distance r and the
energy Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ at z are obtained. After these
magnitudes are calculated, the total energy EðzÞ and
Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ are calculated and the cycle is repeated until a
self-consistent local pressure is obtained.
The magnitudes Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ and Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞ
have been calculated self-consistently. The self-consistent
cycle stops at the i-th iteration if the absolute change, DPðiÞ,
is less than 0.1 MPa or the relative change,
DPðiÞ =Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞðiÞ, is less than 0.01. The absolute change
is given by:
DPðiÞ ¼ jPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞði  1Þ  Plocal adsorbed ðz; TÞðiÞj:

(11)

Once the local pressure and local molar volume are
calculated, the rest of the SCPM method is identical to the PM
method, i.e., Eqs. (6) and (7) are common to both methods. As
regards to the computation time, the SCPM method is about 10
times slower than the PM method.

The quantum-thermodynamic and the QT1 methods
The Quantum-Thermodynamic, QT, method has been
described and applied to carbon-based nanopores in previous
publications [25e27,34e36]. Hence, the main steps and equations of the methods will be described in a brief manner. The
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QT1 method is a slight variation of the QT method and will be
discussed at the end of this section.
First, the energies εi of the quantum states of the hydrogen
molecule in the potential of the slit-shaped pore, Vslit pore ðzÞ,
€ dinger
are calculated by solving the corresponding Schro
equation. Then, the partition function of the adsorbed
hydrogen phase, Zads , at temperature T, is calculated by means
of
Zads ¼

X

ebεi ;

(12)

where b ¼ 1=kB T and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The equilibrium constant between the adsorbed and compressed
phase, confined in the volume V of the pore, is given by
Keq ¼ Zads =Zcom ;

(13)

where Zcom is the partition function of the compressed phase.
In the case of a slit pore of width w, this partition function is
obtained as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
. ﬃ
Zcom ¼ ðw  2wexcl Þ 2pmkB T h2 ;

(14)

where m is the mass of one hydrogen molecule and wexcl is an
exclusion distance due to the steep repulsive part of the
interaction potential VðzÞ near the pore layers. The exclusion
distance is equal to the distance at which the repulsive part of
the potential VðzÞ equals one eV.
In the thermodynamic equilibrium, the equilibrium constant Keq is related to the pressures of the compressed and
adsorbed phases, Pcom and Pads , respectively, through the
equation:

ln Keq ¼

1
RT

ZPads
vmol ðP; TÞdP:

(15)

Pcom

The pressure of the compressed phase, Pcom , is the
pressure P exerted externally to fill the adsorbent material
with hydrogen. It is also sometimes called the external
pressure.
The molar volume vmol ðP; TÞ in Eq. (15) is given by the EOS of
hydrogen. The EOS used in the method for pressures up to
1500 MPa is the empirical Mills-Younglove EOS explained in.
In the QT and QT1 methods the pressures do not reach values
higher than 1500 MPa. However, just in case, the method uses
the Vinet EOS for pressures higher than 1500 MPa.
Finally, the implicit equation Eq. (15) is solved and the
pressure of the adsorbed phase, Pads , for each value of Pcom ¼ P
and T is obtained. Then, the molar volume of the adsorbed
hydrogen phase, vmol ðPads ; TÞ, is calculated using Pads and the
EOS of hydrogen.
As we have explained at the start of this section, the
number of moles of the hydrogen adsorbed phase, nads , is
given by,
nads ¼ Vadsorbed = vmol ðPads ; TÞ;

(16)

The QT1 method is similar to the QT method. The only
difference is that in the calculation of the partition function
Zads , only the ground state energy εi of the molecule is used.
Since the QT method uses all the quantum states, it can be
considered a multiple layer method, and the QT1 method

5

can be considered somehow a quantum one layer method.
The purpose is to compare a quantum one layer method,
QT1, with a classical one layer method, the LM method. As
regards to the computation times, the QT and QT1 methods
are about 100 times slower than the fastest method, the LM
method.

The self-consistent quantum-thermodynamic method
The EOS used in the QT and in all the methods is a real EOS
and hence, it includes the effects of the interaction between
the H2 molecules. In the SCPM method that interaction energy, Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ, was also included in the interaction potential energy. The QT method (or the standard QT
method) does not include the interaction between the molecules in the interaction potential energy. The Self-Consistent
QT (SCQT) method includes that interaction in a selfconsistent way, similar to the SCPM method. The SCQT
method uses the pressure of the adsorbed phase, Pads , instead
of the local pressure of the adsorbed phase. As we will show,
the difference between the QT and SCQT results is very small.
The potential energy in the SCQT method is given by
Vslit pore ðzÞ þ Eh2h2 ðPads Þ, like in the SCPM method. The interaction energy between the molecules is given by
Eh2h2 ðPads Þ ¼ VSG ðrads Þ;

(17)

where the H2eH2 distance rads is given by
rads ¼

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
3
vmol ðPads Þ=NA :

(18)

The interaction energy Eh2h2 ðPads Þ depends on the pressure
of the adsorbed phase, which in turn depends on Pcom and the
temperature. The initial value of Eh2h2 ðPads Þ is calculated using
the pressure of the adsorbed phase obtained in the standard
QT method and Eq. (17).
After the calculation of Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ, the
€ dinger equation of one hydrogen molecule in the poSchro
tential Vslit pore ðzÞ þ Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ is solved, and the
energies of the quantum states obtained are used to obtain a
new value of Pads . Then, a new value of Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ is
obtained and the calculations are repeated.
This self-consistent process stops when the absolute
change at the i-th iteration, DPðiÞ, is less than 0.1 MPa or the
relative change, DPðiÞ=Pads ðiÞ, is less than 0.01. The absolute
change is given by:
DPðiÞ ¼ jPads ði  1Þ  Pads ðiÞj:

(19)

We have compared the results obtained using the QT and
SCQT methods in Figs. 3e5. The results are very similar for
low and room temperature, for any pressure and for any
pore width. The differences are very small, even at low
temperature. The pressure of the adsorbed phase obtained
with the QT and SCQT methods is very similar for any value
of the pressure of the compressed phase, the temperature
and the pore width. This pressure is used to calculate the
storage capacities and hence, the capacities are also very
similar.
The initial pressure of the adsorbed phase used in the selfconsistent process of the SCQT method is not very high and
therefore, the changes of the storage capacities due to the self-
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and 20 A,
consistent inclusion of the interaction energy Eh2h2 ðPads Þ are
very small.
The main reason to use the QT instead of the SCQT method
is the computation time: The QT method is about 1000 times
faster than the SCQT method and the results are practically
€ dinger equation is
the same. In the QT method, the Schro
solved only one time for a fixed pore width. Pads and the
storage capacities are calculated for each value of ðPcom ; TÞ, but
using the same energies of the quantum states obtained at the

beginning of the QT method. However, in the SCQT method,
€ dinger equation has to be solved and Pads has to be
the Schro
calculated self-consistently for each value of ðPcom ; TÞ, until the
convergence is reached. The convergence is reached after 2e5
iterations (2 iterations at room temperature and 5 at low
temperature).
An approximate analysis of the computation times of the
QT and SCQT methods shows that the QT method is about
1000 times faster. If the number of pairs ðPcom ; TÞ is N, then the
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computation time of the QT method is tE þ NtP , where tE is the
€ dinger equation and tP is
computation time to solve the Schro
the computation time to obtain Pads and the storage capacities
for a pair ðPcom ; TÞ. In the present research, the calculations of
the storage capacities were done for Pcom between 0.1 and
25 MPa, with a step 0.1 MPa, and for 80.15 and 298.15 K, and
hence, N is 500.
The computation time of the SCQT method is Nni ðtE þtP Þ,
where ni is the average number of iterations to reach
convergence. NtP is about 0.4 times tE . The computation times
of the QT and SCQT methods are given by tQT ¼ tE þ NtP z1:4tE
and tSCQT ¼ Nni ðtE þtP ÞzNni tE , respectively. The ratio of these
two computation times is tSCQT =tQT zNni =1:4. The average
number of iterations ni is three and N is 500. This implies that
the ratio tSCQT =tQT is approximately 1000 and hence, the QT
method is about 1000 times faster than the SCQT method.
To close this section, the main properties, the advantages
and disadvantages of the methods studied in this work have
been briefly summarized in Table 1.

studied (See Figs. 6 and 7). Many PM pressures at low temperature are about five-four orders of magnitude larger than
the SCPM, QT and QT1 pressures, and are above 26,500 MPa,
the upper limit of validity of the Vinet EOS used in the PM
method. The extrapolation of the Vinet EOS beyond
26,500 MPa seems correct [30], but the calculation of the molar
volume with the Vinet EOS using pressures higher than
26,500 MPa and of the corresponding storage capacities is not
consistent. This means that the PM method is not consistent
at low temperature for many pore widths and pressures, even
using the Vinet EOS, which is valid at high pressures.
The SCPM pressures at low temperatures are below
26,500 MPa and hence, they are within the validity range of the
combined Mills-Younglove and Vinet EOS, and the calculation
of the molar volume and the storage capacities is consistent. It
can be noticed in Figs. 6 and 7 that the SCPM method corrects
the huge and inconsistent values of the pressure of the
adsorbed phase obtained with the original PM method at low
temperature.

Pressure of the adsorbed phase at room temperature

Discussion of results
Pressure of the adsorbed phase at low temperature
The pressure of the adsorbed phase is not the main goal of the
theoretical methods, but it is a basic and intermediate step to
calculate the volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen storage
capacities. The pressure of the adsorbed phase obtained at
80.15 K with the theoretical methods as a function of the pore
width, for 5 and 25 MPa, and of the pressure of the compressed
phase, for w ¼ 7 and 20 
A, is plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The pressures of the adsorbed phase of the PM and
SCPM methods plotted on those figures are the averages of the
local pressures of these methods. The QT and QT1 pressures
are not averages. Therefore, the comparison of the pressures
of the adsorbed phase is a qualitative comparison. As we
explained, the LM method does not calculate a pressure of the
adsorbed phase.
The pressure of the adsorbed phase obtained with the
theoretical methods follows this order in all the figures, for
fixed values of the pore width, pressure and temperature:
Pads ðPMÞ > Pads ðSCPMÞ > Pads ðQTÞ > Pads ðQT1Þ.
The PM pressures of the adsorbed phase are huge at low
temperature for most of the pore widths and pressures

The pressure of the adsorbed phase obtained at 298.15 K with
the theoretical methods as a function of the pore width and of
the pressure of the compressed phase is plotted in Figs. 8 and
9. At room temperature, the modification included in the
SCPM has a very little impact: The PM and SCPM pressures are
of the same order of magnitude and numerically very similar.
At room temperature, the pressure of the adsorbed phase
obtained with the theoretical methods follows this order in all
the figures, for fixed values of the pore width, pressure and
temperature: Pads ðPMÞ and Pads ðSCPMÞ > Pads ðQTÞ > Pads ðQT1Þ.
The PM pressure of the adsorbed phase is larger than
Pads ðSCPMÞ for some values of the pore width and pressure of
the compressed phase, not for any value.

Storage capacities at low temperature
The gravimetric and volumetric capacities as a function of the
pore width obtained with the five methods at 80.15 K are
plotted in Figs. 10 and 11. The dependence of the five capacities on the pore width is, in general, different. Nevertheless,
the five capacities have some common features. The capacities have a maximum and then decrease towards a constant
value.

Table 1 e Summary of the main properties of the methods.
Property/Method

LM

PM and SCPM

Use EOS of H2
Calculation of vmol
Theory
Number of layers
Calculation of Pads
Pressure of the
adsorbed phase, Pads
Relative
computation time

Yes
Yes
classical
Single
No
ok

Yes
Yes
classical
multiple
yes; local
huge and inconsistent
at low temperature
300 and 5000

1

QT, QT1 and SCQT
Yes
Yes
Quantum
Multiple
yes; total
Ok
100, 100 and 105
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At low temperature and above 10 
A, the storage capacities c
follow this order: cPM > cSCPM > zcLM > zcQT zcQT1 , where c
A there is not a clear hierarchy.
stands for gc and vc . Below 10 
The PM capacities are very different from the capacities
obtained with the other methods, including the SCPM method.
The SCPM, QT and QT1 capacities have similar numerical
values at any pore width, especially at large pore widths.

These results indicate the important influence or impact at
low temperatures of the self-consistent inclusion of the
interaction between hydrogen molecules into the SCPM
method, to improve the original PM method.
QT and QT1 capacities are very similar for any pore width.
LM capacities are similar, in some cases very similar, to the
SCPM, QT and QT1 capacities for pore widths larger than
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Fig. 11 e Volumetric storage capacities vs pore width at 80.15 K and for two pressures: 5 and 25 MPa.

8e10 
A. The similarity of the LM, SCPM, QT and QT1 capacities
for pore widths larger than 8e10 
A indicates that these
methods could be somehow, reasonable approaches to the
physisorption of H2 on slit-shaped pores at low temperatures
and for large pore widths.
The gravimetric and volumetric capacities as a function of
the pressure, the so-called isotherms, at 80.15 K and for pore
widths of 7 and 20 
A, are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13. The PM,
SCPM, LM, QT and QT1 isotherms have the same dependence
on the pressure at low temperature: The isotherms increase

rapidly and tend to a constant or saturation value of the capacity. The constant is different for each method and pore
width, 7 and 20 
A. For a pore width of 7 
A, the PM capacity
reaches the constant at 5 MPa and the other capacities reach
the constant at 1 MPa. For 20 
A, the PM capacities do not reach
saturation.
The storage capacities c as a function of the pressure,
follow this hierarchy, above 1e2 MPa: cPM > cSCPM > cQT zcQT1 .
The LM capacities are below the PM capacities and above the
QT and QT1 capacities. The LM capacities are below the SCPM
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Fig. 12 e Gravimetric storage capacities vs pressure at 80.15 K and for pore widths of 7 and 20 A.
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Fig. 13 e Volumetric storage capacities vs pressure at 80.15 K and for pore widths of 7 and 20 A.
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Fig. 14 e Gravimetric storage capacities vs pore width at 298.15 K and for two pressures: 5 and 25 MPa.

capacities for some values of the pore width and pressure, and
above them for another values. QT and QT1 capacities are very
similar for any value of the pore width and pressure.
The predicted gravimetric storage capacities at 80.15 K,
20 
A and 5 MPa of the LM, QT and SCPM methods are in the
interval 3e4 wt %, and at 25 MPa they are in the interval
3.5e5 wt %. As regards to the predicted volumetric capacities
at 80.15 K, 20 
A and 25 MPa, the LM, QT and SCPM volumetric

capacities are in the interval 0.025e0.035 kg H2/L at 5 MPa, and
in the interval 0.030e0.040 kg H2/L at 25 MPa.

Storage capacities at room temperature
The gravimetric and volumetric capacities as a function of the
pore width obtained with the five methods at 298.15 K are
plotted in Figs. 14 and 15. The dependence or shape of the five
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gravimetric and volumetric capacities on the pore width at
298.15 K is similar: The capacities reach a maximum and then
decrease towards a constant value. At room temperature the
quantum effects are less pronounced or absent and hence, the
dependence of the capacities on the pore width of the five
capacities is similar.
The maxima of the capacities vs pore width at room temperature are in the interval 6e7 
A for 5 MPa, and in the interval
6e9 
A for 25 MPa. The exact location of the maximum depends
on the method, the pressure and the type of capacity, gravimetric or volumetric. For instance, the gravimetric capacity at
298.15 K and 25 MPa of the LM and PM methods have their
maxima at 6 and 9 
A, respectively. Another feature of the
maxima is that the one layer methods, LM and QT1, yield
capacities with maxima much more abrupt than the multiple
layer methods, PM and QT.
The PM and SCPM capacities at room temperature are very
similar, almost identical for many pore widths and pressures.
The corrections included in the SCPM method have a little
impact on the original PM method at room temperature. This
was expected, since the local pressure of the adsorbed phase
at any z is not so high at room temperature and hence, the
energy Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ is small compared with EðzÞ,
which means that the self-consistent inclusion of
Eh2h2 ðPlocal adsorbed ðz; TÞÞ changes only a little the local pressure
and the capacities.
The storage capacities vs pore width obtained with the QT
method at room temperature shows some very small discontinuities or jumps at certain values of the pore width (See
Figs. 14 and 15). These jumps do not appear in the QT curves at
low temperature and do not appear on the QT1 curves at any
temperature. The origin of these very small jumps is a quantum effect that occurs for pore widths above 7 
A: As the slit
pore width increases the energies of the quantum states increase (are less negative) and Keq , Pads and the storage capacities decrease continuously. At certain values of the pore
width, not only the energies change, but also a new quantum
state appears, with an energy close to the zero level. This
causes a very small increase on Keq , which in turn, causes a
very small increase or jump of Pads and the storage capacities.
At low temperature, the effect of the new quantum state is so
small that Keq and the storage capacities do not suffer jumps
and decrease continuously. In the QT1 method, only the

lowest energy is considered. That energy increases continuously as the pore width increases above 7 
A and hence, the
QT1 capacities decrease continuously.
At room temperature and above 7 
A, the capacities follow
this order: cðSCPMÞ > zcðPMÞ > cðQTÞ > cðQT1Þ > cðLMÞ. QT and
QT1 capacities are different at room temperature, while at low
temperature are very similar. QT capacities are much larger
than QT1 capacities at wide pores and room temperature,
because at those pores the relative contribution of the higher
eigenvalues is important, compared to the contribution of the
ground or lowest eigenvalue. At low temperature, the contribution of the ground state is much more important than the
contribution of the other states and hence, the QT and QT1
capacities are very similar.
The gravimetric and volumetric capacities as a function of
the pressure at 298.15 K and for pore widths of 7 and 20 
A, are
plotted in Figs. 16 and 17. Again, the PM and SCPM capacities
at room temperature are very similar. The LM isotherms are
linear with the pressure at 298.15 K, the PM and SCPM isotherms are parabolic and the QT and QT1 are parabolic at 7 
A
and linear at 20 
A. The parabolic isotherms tend to a linear
dependence as the pressure increases.
The LM, QT and SCPM methods predict gravimetric capacities at 298.15 K and 20 
A in the interval 0.01e0.55 wt% at
5 MPa, and in the interval 0.1e1.7 wt% at 25 MPa. Those
methods predict volumetric capacities at 298.15 K and 20 
A in
the interval 0.001e0.004 kg H2/L at 5 MPa, and in the interval
0.001e0.013 kg H2/L at 25 MPa.

Summary and conclusions
We have compared in this paper the hydrogen storage capacities of graphene slit-shaped pores at 80.15 and 298.15 K,
for pressures in the range 0.1e25 MPa and pore widths between 4.7 and 20 
A, calculated using five simple theoretical
methods. These methods are modelizations of the physisorption of H2 on porous materials based on different physical ideas. Three methods were published before: The
Langmuir (LM), the Peng-Morris (PM) and the QuantumThermodynamic (QT) methods. The LM and PM methods are
classical methods. The Self-Consistent Peng-Morris, SCPM,
method is a new method, and is a modification of the original
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Fig. 16 e Gravimetric storage capacities vs pressure at 298.15 K and for pore widths of w ¼ 7 and 20 A.
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Fig. 17 e Volumetric storage capacities vs pressure at 298.15 K and for pore widths of w ¼ 7 and 20 A.

PM method. This new method includes the interaction between neighbour H2 molecules through a self-consistent
procedure. The QT1 method is the fifth method and is a
slight variation of the QT method. This method considers only
the quantum ground state of the H2 molecule inside a pore.
The PM and SCPM capacities are very different at low
temperature. The PM method yields results at low temperature inconsistent with the assumptions of the method, while
the SCPM method reports consistent results. At room temperature, however, the PM and SCPM capacities are very
similar. The interaction energy between neighbour molecules
is large at low temperature and small at room temperature,
which means that the self-consistent inclusion of that energy
into the SCPM method causes large changes on the capacities
at low temperature and small changes at room temperature.
The QT and QT1 capacities are very similar at low temperature. QT capacities are larger than QT1 capacities at room
temperature, and much larger at wide pores. At low temperature, the contribution of the quantum ground state of H2 on
the slit-shaped pore is much more important than the
contribution of the other states and hence, the QT and QT1
capacities are very similar. At room temperature, the relative
contribution of the higher quantum states is important,
compared to the ground state contribution, especially in wide
pores and this causes larger QT capacities.
The SCPM, QT, QT1 and LM capacities at low temperature
and wide pores (w  8e10 
A) are similar. The relative

differences between the capacities obtained with the SCPM,
QT, QT1 and LM methods are small at low temperature and
larger at room temperature. These facts suggest that these
models capture or share more the essence of the physisorption of H2 on porous materials with large pores at low
temperature than at room temperature. At low and room
temperature the interaction potential energy of H2 with the
graphene slit-shaped pore is more important at narrow pores
than at wide pores. Hence, the differences between the SCPM,
QT, QT1 and LM capacities are larger for narrow pores.
According to the results obtained with the SCPM, QT and
LM methods, the optimal pore width at room temperature is in
the interval 6e9 
A. The LM, QT and SCPM methods predict
gravimetric capacities at 298.15 K and 20 
A in the interval
0.01e0.55 wt% at 5 MPa, and in the interval 0.1e1.7 wt% at
25 MPa. Those methods predict volumetric capacities at
298.15 K and 20 
A in the interval 0.001e0.004 kg H2/L at 5 MPa,
and in the interval 0.001e0.013 kg H2/L at 25 MPa. The predicted storage capacities are below the DOE targets.
Future research will consist on calculating the storage capacities of porous materials whose structure is known, like
MOFs, COFs and others with the five theoretical models and
comparing them with the experimental capacities. Another
future research path will consist on modelling the nanoporous
carbons with more realistic methods: Double, triple layers in
the slit-shaped pore, and different pore shapes, like cylindrical, toroidal and spherical.
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